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ANZAC

Time

00
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35
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Meeting
Activity

Opening Parade
ANZAC story : Part 1
Activity: Medals
ANZAC story : Part 2
Game : Grand ole Duke of York
ANZAC story : Part 3
Game : Rescue
ANZAC story : Part 4
Plant a tree
Closing Parade

Attendance:

/
Attendees / Total

Date
Leader

Equipment Required etc.

Flag
War Medals
Words to song,
Newspaper

Shovel, tree, water
Flag

General Comments

Part 1
War medals
Part 2
Newspaper
Part 4
Tree, water, shovel
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Bindi learns about Anzac
Part 1
[‘ANZAC means Australian New Zealand Army Corps’ as Bindi found out at the last Joey
meeting. Did you know that? Well there you go! Now we all know. So who knows what
ANZAC day is? ‘It is the day that we remember all the Australian’s that have fought in a
war for Australia. It is a very special day for many people because sometimes people died
in wars.’ That was what Bindi was told by Wombat. Wombat asked the joeys ‘Has anyone
seen wars medals.’ It was the first time Bindi had sent hem so close he could touch them.’
I’ve brought my dad’s and granddads in so you can have a look. Most of the people who
march are called Veterans.] Show medals to Joeys
Part 2
[As a joey’s scout Bindi found out that he could march on ANZAC day with his Joey Mob
as part of his Scout Group. He was excited but Wombat said ‘There are some very
important things you need to know when marching’. Bindi was surprised; Wombat said
‘First you must have your uniform on nice and clean, shoes polished. Then we need to
march in straight lines and not run into anyone.’ Bindi didn’t realize that ANZAC was so
important a day. He went on to say ‘Let’s practice our marching.’ Bindi couldn’t wait. Let us
give it a go] March around in circles singing Grand Ole Duke of York
Part 3
[There have been many wars WWI, WWII, Vietnam, Korea, Iraq, and Bore and in all these
many Australians showed great courage. One of these was Simpson and his donkey. He
rescued many injured soldiers before he too was killed. Wombat said ‘time for a game’.]
Rescue: two teams divided equally. 1st person runs down and rescues another Joey
and bring back to safety. Rescued Joey then rescues the next Joey. This continues
till all are rescued.
Part 4
[After the game Wombat sat the Joey down and said ‘Every year when we march we wear
a small branch of Rosemary to remind us of the fallen – the men and women who have
died in war’ He keep talking and Bindi was listening hard ‘To help us remember those who
have fallen and were once a Scout, we will plant a Rosemary tree.’] Plant a rosemary
tree in a nice pot or in the ground outside [Once Bindi had helped planted the tree
Wombat called all the Joeys together and thanked them all. He said that they would all
take turns watering the plant. Bindi was surprised when Wombat told Bindi it was his turn
to water the plant next week. Bindi was so happy – he couldn’t wait to tell his mum and
dad. They did closing parade and then Bindi’s mum turned up – he was bouncing up and
down he was so excited about his job for next week he couldn’t keep still. He bounced
over to his mum and told her his news. Wonder what happens next week?]
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